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In the Supreme Court of the Stale of Utah
LEWIS BROS. ST AGES, INC., a corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF
UTAH; HALF. BENNETT, DONALD HACKING; and DONALD T. ADAMS, its members;
and WYCOFF COMPANY, INCORPORATED,
a Utah corporation,
Defendants,
LINK TRUCKING, INC., UINTAH FREIGHTW AYS, a corporation, MILNE TRUCK LINES,
INC., PALMER BROTHERS, INCORPORATED,
RIO GRANDE MOTOR WAY, INC., LAKE
SHORE MOTOR COACH LINES, INC., DENVER-SALT LAKE-PACIFIC STAGES, INC.,
and CONTINENTAL BUS SYSTEM, INC.,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No ..
11081

Case No.
11082

PUBLIC SERVICE COM:l\'IISSION OF UTAH,
DONALD HACKING, DON T. ADAMS and
HAL S. BENNETT, Commisioners of the Public
Service Commission of Utah, and WYCOFF
COMP ANY, INCORPORATED,
Defendants,
BRIEF OF PLAINTIFFS
l\IILNE TRUCK LINES, INC., PALMER BROTHERS, INC.,
RIO GRANDE MOTORWAY, INC., LAKESHORE MOTOR
COACH LINES, INC., DENVER - SALT LAKE - PACIFIC
STAGES, INC. and CONTINENTAL BUS SYSTEM, INC.

STATEMENT OF THE KIND OF CASE
This case involves an application to the Public Service
Commission of Utah by the defendant Wycoff Company,
TncorporatPd, for a certificate of convenience and necessity to operate as a common carrier by motor vehicle
for the transportation of general commodities in express
service between all points and places in the State of Utah
over estahfo;hed highways.
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DISPOSITION OF THE CASE
By its Order dated September 12, 19G7, the Public
Service Commission of Utah granted to -Wycoff Company
Incorporated a certificate of public convenience and n<?<.:essity No. 1608 authorizing it to operate as a common
carrier by motor vehicle for the transportation of general
commodities in express service between all points and
places in the State of Utah subject to certain restrictiom;
and conditions.
RELIEF SOUGHT ON REVIE"W
Plaintiffs seek to have tlw Order of the Public Senice Commission dated September 12, 1967 reversed.
PRELIMINARY l\IA T'l1ERS
This brief is filed on behalf of 1\Iilne rrrnck Lines,
Inc., Palmer Brothers Incorporated, Rio Grande :Motorway, Inc., Lake Shore Motor Coach Lirws, Inc., D<'nH'l'Salt Lake-Pacific Stages, Inc. and Confo~entnl Dus ~y~
tem, Inc., herein respecti\ (_•ly refrrrccl to as Milne, Palmer,
Rio Grande, Lake Shore, Confowntal and DPnver-Salt
Lake, and collectively referrC'd to as these plaintiffs.
Other hriefa htn~ hc<'n fikd on bc·half of plaintiffs LP1Yis
Bros. Stages, Inc., Link 'l'rncking, foe. and Fintnh
FrPighhYa~.-s. The d(•frrnlant \V.H·oH Company Incorporat(•d \\-;ll 1w ref<•n<'cl 1n Jipn·in as \VyerJ('[ <!Jl(l th<' clc7
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fendant Public Service Commission of Utah will be referred to as the Commission.
These plaintiffs have heretofore filed a memorandum
with the Commission which contains a detailed outline of
the facts and arguments relative to many of the elements
and issues of this case upon which these plaintiffs rely to
support their positions and said memorandum should be
reviewed by this Court in coming to its decision herein.
(See R-220) In order to avoid unnecessary repetition,
these plaintiffs will not restate all of such facts and arguments but rather incorporate said memorandum herein
by reference. In addition, certain facts and arguments
are contained in the briefs and memoranda of the other
plaintiffs herein which these plaintiffs will not duplicate
in this brief but which these plaintiffs rely upon to
support their positions in this action.
Because this court has ordered that this case should
he heard on review without the certification to the court
of a transcript of the testimony of witnesses who ap]Jeared before the Commission, the facts herein stated
are taken from that portion of the record which has been
certified to this court and from the personal notes, records and memory of the counsels for these plaintfiffs.
STATJ1~MENT

OF FACTS

Since February, 1959, Wycoff has been operating
a general commodities express service between all points
and places in the State of Utah pursuant to its Certificate
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of Public Convenience and Necessit.\- No. 11G2, Sub 2. Said
certificate is restricted against seITice betw<:c~rn Salt Lake
City on the one hand and Ogden, Park City, Bingl:am
Canyon, -Wendover and Tooele, Utah, on the other hand,
and, against service to any and all intermediate points
along said routes between snch points. In addition, it i~
restricted against the transportation of shipments weighing in excess of 100 iionnds and not more than 500 pounds
of express shipments may be carried on any one of its
schednles. Its anthori ty is further restricted to tht>
transportation of <'x1n·e~~s pursuant to schednks 1;,-h;ch
are tied to the move>uwnt of nc'11-spap('l"S and mail.
The expre>ss anthol'ity of \Yycoff under its Certificate No. 11 G2, Sub 2, W:l!S not a rl'snlt of any shm\-ing of
pc1hlic convenience and ncc\_'ssity, lmt rather ,,-as a res1dt
o-f a stivulation cntcr<'d into \\Tith \V :--coff by vc<r:on'.; imitesting carriers at the Commission hearing on 11Yycoff~
application for stat<'wide general commodities express authority. r:i~Iie teni tori"-l restrict ions in that certificatP
came abont w]1cn this court iy1-<'l'S('c1 the Commission's
grant of statewide <'Xlll"l'SS ant11orit~- to \'i/_n;off in the
case of L(/k;r>, 8!wre llf otor Cooch Lines, Inc. L Bt m1rtt.
0

S Ut. 2d 293, 333 P.2cl 10(i1 (1953),

tlwre 1Yas no ~-~1011;i 11g of p ttl l 1i<'
sity

for t11 ('

fWl".'i C'Z'. rnw COHl't

l1]JOll

the gronmls that

f'OJff<'ni Pnce

Ji d not

and neces-

JJO\','CYt'l' I'PV<'l'SC:

t}w Commiss;o11 with n»-qJ1ct to t('nitori('s otl1C'r t11:lll
1
,.
'
'""
l
'dlJ.
thos'.' fi''l'Yl'C11 J~- 'ul"
pante\'l~ll'
p ]:',' 'nt:t
is 1\-110
rqiy
rue
1

th~s

co11rt.
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The application of Wycoff with which we are concerned in this case reads as follows :
"Applicant proposes to operate as a common
carrier by motor vehicle for the transportation
of property, namely, general commodities in express service, by performing an expedited service
on established schedules which will be filed by the
Commission, over regular routes with guaranteed
delivery times, using simplified billing procedures
and at premium tariff rates (excluding commodities in bulk and those requiring special equipment.)
Between all points and places in Utah over established highways (R-1).
The application was referred for hearing to hearing
examiner, Loren J. Broadbent. Hearings commenced at
Salt Lake City, Utah on January 10, 1966, were held
on various occasions at Salt Lake City, Logan, Vernal,
Moab, Richfield and Cedar City, Utah and ended on
September 9, 1966. None of the Commissioners of the
Public Service Commission of Utah attended the hearings
except sporatically at Salt Lake hearings.
Prior to commencement of the hearings, the protestant Ashworth Transfer, Inc., conditionally withdrew
its protest upon Wycoff's amendment to the application
restricting the proposed service to shipments weighing
1,000 pounds or less. (R-94)
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At the commencemc'nt of the hearings, the• protestanto;
objected to the admission of the testimony of sliipiier
witnesses until such time as the "premium rates" to ]i('
cliarged by the applicant as a part of its proposed service
were placed into evidence. 'Th0 ohjections were OV("l'rnled and the hearing continued. Tlwreafter, on January
24, 1966, protestants Magna- Garfitild Truck Lines, Redman Moving Storage Company, Barton Truck Lines,
Uintah Freightways and Link Trucking, Inc. filed a
written Motion to Dismiss or in the Alternative to Nnspend Proceeding. Tlw motion was joined in by the other
protestants and was basrd 11pon the contention tltat the'
testimony was taken at the hearing at that time rena!d
that vVycoff did not inh•ncl to charge• a im•mimn rat0 n~
represcnt0d in its application and further that th0 t<'sri- ,
rnony of ship1wr witnessc•s \Yas renderPd rneaningll'ss
nntil such t0stimony could lw rrlated to the "premium
rates" to he charged h:- Vvycoff 11nder its }ll'OJiosed operation (R-9()). The motion \rns dt'nied.
At the conclnsion of tlw hearings, fop Examiner
ord(•red that parties he allo\\'C"<l to snlnnit nwmornnda on
qne~.;tions of fact and la\Y, wh!ch uwmoranda were suhmitt0d hy all v1aintifL; in th;s nc-tion ancl are contained
in Yolmm~ II of tLc' tro.nscript of rveord hen·in. rrh,,n•after, 011 l\fo~y 10, rnc;1, th) hearing (•x;:m1irn·r il-.:-;l:('d !1i~;
Report and H<·eorn111<•Jlcl(•d Onl •r 1);· \\·hieh ltr rvcorn1nenckd that \\'\cod' lw antliorizcd to cq)nate as a eorn~·1on cani('r h:.·. rnotol' \';•J1icll' for t11P trnnsportation of
.•. (·s .1fl ~.11
·1 •1 p11w -ills
'-'
01' !<'""
genvnl l c011nunc l.":
o.,. '):')0
-• -[l ()'lll(l"
l
-·~ '
• ,
1
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in weight in express service, between all points and places
in the state of Utah, subject to the conditions that -Wycoff
file and publish its schedulrs, render service at least once
daily to all points and communities in the State with a
minimum of next-day service between all points on all
rrgular highway routes within the State, and that --Wycoff
commence rendering pickup and delivery service at all
points. (R-101)
Simultaneously with the filing of the Examiner's Report and Recommended Order, the Commission ordered
the parties to file their I~xceptions, if any, to the Report
and Recommended Order within 30 days (R-100). Thereafter, all plaintiffs to this action and certain other prokstants filed written motions requesting that a transcript
of the proceedings held b0fore the hearing examiner be
made available prior to the filing of Exceptions so that
a proper analysis of the evidence could be made by the
parties and reviewed by the Commission. Said motions
were denic'd by the Commission (R-133) and on Septemh~·r 12, 19G7, the C01~1mission, without the aid of a transtript of the testimony taken at the hearings, issued its
R<'port and Order adopting almost verbatim the Findings of Fad and Conclnsions contained in the Examiner's
Report and Itecommended Order and ordering that
Wycoff be granted anthorit,v as follows:
"ORDER
N<JW, THEitEFORiiJ, IT IS HEREBY OR-

D~R"B~D, rrimt vV)rcoff Cornpan,v, Incorporated, be

and is hen•h>-- issm-'d Certificate of Convenience
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and Necessity No. lGOS, to operate as a common
carrier by motor vehicle for the transportation of
general commodities in express servic(~, as herein
defined, between points and places in the State
of Utah (except commoditiE~s in bulk and those
requiring special equipment)).
Express senTice for purposes of this certificate
is defined as expedited service, primarily on small
shipments, on firmly established schedules, over
regular routes, with guaranteed times of delivery
using simplified hi Lling procedurrs, and at TH'Pmium tariff rates.

•'

I

A.

Except as provided in Paragraphs B and C,
the express s<"rvic<• hereby authorized shall br
state,vide, and shall he snhject to the fol1owingn•strictions and requirements:

1. Applicant shall be limitPd to the transportation of shipments of not to exceed 250 pounds on
a weight basis. '8hi1nnent' as herein used shall
mean commoditiPs moving on a single freight bill
from one consignor to one consignt>e. Shipments
shall not hP sqmratr d to nvoid this restriction.
1

Applicant shall file '"ith the Commission its
express schedn les and any modifications thereof.
In accordance with snch filed and published schedules, applicant shall 11rovidc· sPnicP at ]Past once
daily to all points and romrnnnitiPs, and a minimnm of next-dav S'.~rvice twtwePn al1 snch points on
all ( stablish<'d l~iglrwa:--s within the' Stat0 of Utah.
2.

1

:i. As part of tlw E•xprPss s0rvire lwrehy authorized, applicant shall r<'ndPr 1)icknp and ckliwry
~wrvice to all points inclnding Ralt Lake City,
O~cl\'11 ::i11fl, Proyo,

1
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4. Applicant shall publish special express tariff
rates to he approved by the Commission.
5: The Comi_nission having continuing jurisdict10n may review the operations hereunder periodically to ascertain whether or not increased
weights or volumes have alversely affected Wv·
coff's ability to render express service.
B. Except as provided in Paragraph C hereof,
the express authority of applicant between points
in Salt Lake County is limited to shipments, as
hen•in defined, of not more than 100 pounds."
(R.155-156)
On the day follo-wing the issuance of the Commission's Report and Order, "Wycoff published its tariff
rates to be charged pursuant to the express authority it
had received. Petitions were then filed on behalf of all
plaintiffs in this action and certain other of the protestants requesting that such tariffs be suspended and
subject to review by the Commission upon the grounds
that they were not "premium rates" and therefore not
in conformity with the terms of ~Wycoff's application
or the Order of the Commission granting Wycoff the expanded express authority. Said Petitions were denied by
the Commission (R-193). Petitions for rehearing and
rPconsideration relative to the grant of authority contained in the Commission's Order of September 12, 1967
were filed by all plaintiffs herein and various other protestants and they were drnied by Order of the Commission dated Octolwr 18, 1967 (R-195).
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After the appeal to this court was filed by the plaintiffs, the Commission made motion for and was grante<l
three or four extensions of time ·within ·which to prepare
and certify the transcript of record in this case, and upon
the granting of the next-to-last of such extensions, Jnstice
Crockett indicated that no further extensions of tinw
would be granted. Thereupon, the plaintiffs to this
action joined in a motion to this court which was heard
pursuant to notice requesting that the court as a whole
consider the granting of an extension of such time as
may be necessary to prepare the transcript of oral
eyidence. These plaintiffs are informed that shortly after
such hearing the Commission was ordered to appear exparte before this court ·wlwrc~ the matter was discussed
furtlwr, and on April 4, ] 9G8, this court issued its Order
requiring that this casP lw heard npon review \vithont a
transcript of the oral evid<'nC('.
Something in excess of 200 slrippPr witnFsses appeared to testify bPfore the Commission relative to this
·wycoff application. All of them were cnstomers of \Vycoff and were gem-rally solicitc~d to testify by means of

a form letter vrqmrt>d and circnlated by "Wycoff to its
customers (Exhibits 8, 9, 10 and ll).
The shiJ!]Wr \Yitnesses primaril.\T represented lrnsinesses of two g<'neral typc•s: (1) \vholcsale supply houses
or other snppliers or St'l"Yice 1m:;:Ec•sscs locat<'cl pri-

rnm·ily in t1w Salt Lab· City arv~i, :.rnd oceasionally rn

11

the other more clensrly popnlated areas of Ogden and
Provo and (2) smaller retail stores or service businesses
located in towns and communities in the more sparsely
populated areas of the State. The need for servvice ex1m'ssed by the shipper witnesses primarily involved the
transportation of antornotive or machinery parts, medicines and drugs, and other miscellaneous inventory items
shipped from the Salt Lake City area suppliers in an
onthonnd movement. The alleged need for express serviee was said by the witnesses to arise out of the breakclmrn of nhicles or machinf'ry requiring a repair part
not contained in the inventory of the business requested
to perform the repairs, the emergency requirement for
drugs or medicines which a drug store or hospital might
rnn out of and the supplementing of inventories of varions commodities sold by the smaller retail stores in the
outlying areas. There was occasional reference to inbound shipments to Salt Lake City of items for repair
and return.
'l'he vast majority of shipments about which the
f;hipper witnesses testifo:d related to small packages or
items weighing less than 100 pounds and most often less
than 50 pounds and the reqnest of such witnesses was for
a transportation service which wonld allow the ordering
of an item from the snpplicr on one day and receipt of
that item at tlw witrn-'ssPs' place of business at the beginning of working hours the following day.
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vVycoff commenced its operations as a carrier of
mail and newspapers and its prc>sent operation is still
built around that service. Its schedules are establishc·d
to accommodate its mail contracts and the distribution
of newspapers, leaving Salt Lake City at about noon
and midnight in most cases (Ex11ibit 5). Later it obtained
authority to transport newspapers, magazines and periodicals, motion picture film and acc0ssories, newsprint
and newspaper machinery and ice cream and in 1957
this authority was amc~nded to include books. In 195G
its authority was extended to include bull semen and
cut flowers. Finally, in 1959 certificate No. 11G2, Snb 2,
was granted vVycoff anthorizing its express service ·with
weight and territorial restrictions as discussed above.
vVycoff only serves on the main highways in the state
(Exl1ibit 5) and express packages destined to 11oints in
Utah off the main highways and in sparsely populated
areas not near or on the particnlar routes over which
"\Vycoff operates are transferr0cl to either ofoer certificated carriers such as the plaintiffs wbo r<'gnlarly
serve those areas or to uncertificated persons such as
mailmen 1d10 complete the transportation to the point of
clestina ti on.
The vehicles nsc·d hy ·wyeoff in its operation are
small van type trncks 01wrakd withont ~!ssistance b:i·
one drivn (~xliibit 25). NincP most of th<' W~·eoH ~;elied
nles leave Sall Lake' City in the• late <•vening, tJ1e driver
is i·eqnired to n1ab• ckliY<'l'Y in tlw middle of tlH• night.
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This is done by d0positing the packages in locked drop
boxes furnished to some of vVycoff's regular customers
and located at or near the customer's place of business
or the packages are placed inside the business of the
customer in cases where -Wycoff is furnished a key to
the business in advance. Otherwise the packages are
carried on through and delivered later that day on a
retnrn schedule.
Wycoff has not performed a pickup service on its
intrastate express business in Salt Lake City, Ogden
or Provo, even though it was authorized and expected
to do so under its certificate number 1162 Sub 2. Its
transportation rates have been substantially lower than
the rates of the other carriers serving the same areas
in the state of Utah, even though "premium rates" are
nnderstood to be an element of express service.
Lake Shore is a bus line operating between Salt
Lake City and Ogden handling passengers, baggage and
express. Unlike most other buslines it has pickup and
delivery authority between the commercial areas and its
tPrminals at Salt Lake City and Ogden (Ex. 242). Its
lms<~s travel several routes between Ogden and Salt
Lak) e Gi t:v (Ex. 243), and it shares the Ogden and
Salt Lake City terminals with Greyhound Lines, Inc., its
('X}Jr<'SS

being handled with tlw Greyhound express opera-

tion. It also has agencies established at Roy, Clearfield,
Layton, Kaysville, Farmington and Bountiful (Ex. 244)
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which are open from early morning to late at night and
to or from which expn•ss :shipments are transported.
Lake Shore's buses are equipped with large express bays
particularly suited to the handling of express packages.
Lake Shore operates 11 schednles daily between Salt
Lake City and Ogden starting at G:10 a.m. 'vi th the last
schedule departing Salt Lake City at 11 :20 p.m. In
addition, it has 1± :sub runs travversing a part of the
distance, the first of which leaves Salt Lake City at
6 :48 a.rn. and the Ja~;t at 9 :30 p.m. (Ex. 2Ll.:G). It operates
on Sunda)·s and l10lidays and snpplements its published
selwdu1es as the need arisPs.
Although the agencies ar.d krminals are the us11al
places for bus stops, special stops are provided upon
request at any highv.·ay rloint and specific flag stops have
bt~\·n

established to c•1wo11rage fraffic at snch points. In

the event of emergt•ncir·s the hnscs 'rill deviate from
the;r regularly estahfo;hecl i-outl's to make direct dc•livny
to off-ronte points. I<J~vress s}1ipme11h t0nd<'1Tcl to Lab·

Shore' hnt d(~stiiwd to or from points beyond the area of
its aut1writy an· inte:dincd with Gn~yl10und at eithL•r
the f.ialt Lah or Ogden t(•mi;nals.
\Vycoff does not hold expi·:·s; nut1writ:;· within ilie
an•a sp1·vicc'd h~- Lake Sltorc as n 1n;nlt of this cmTf:'
ruling in tJ1u en~<' of Jjri1.:,, 87wr<' J!olor Coach Li11t's, Inc.
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Continental opE~rates buses in the transportation of
passengers, baggage and express over routes which extend from Salt Lake City south via U.S. Highway 91
through Nephi, Beaver and St. George to the Arizona
line. At Spanish Fork another route extends to Thistle
and thence southeasterly via U.S. Highways 6 and 50
through Price and Crescent Junction to the Colorado
state line and also south from Crescent Junction via
U.S. Highway 160 to the Colorado line. From Thistle
another route extends south via U.S. Highway 89 through
Richfield and Kanab to the Arizona border (Ex. 85).
Continental operates 8 schedules per day each way
between Salt Lake City and Thistle, 4 schedules between
Thistle and Crescent Junction, three schedules between
Crescent Junction and the Colorado border via U.S. Highway 6 and one schedule between Crescent Junction and
the Colorado border via U.S. Highway 160 and between
rl'histle and the Utah-Arizona border via U.S. Highway
S!J. Its principal depot, located at Salt Lake City, is
01wn 24 hours per day, seven days a week. It also
operates a terminal at Provo, Utah and maintains agencies in every tO"wn of any consequence along its routes.
Its buses are the new Silver Eagle model with an extra
large expr<>ss bay especially designed for the efficient
handling of express traffic (Ex. 92).
Continental is a party to an agreement with American Bus Lines, Pacific Trailways and Denver-Salt LakePacific Stages which operate over all main highways
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within the State of Utah together nnder a system which
is known as Continental Trailways Ens System. The
companies operate as though they were a single unit.
They share facilities and handle passengers, baggage
and express by means of through schedules ·without the
necessity of transferring lading from one bus to anothrr.
Thus, express shipments transported from a point upon
the route of one participating company to a destination
point upon the route of another participating company
is shipped and handled as though only a single hus line
is involved.
As noted, Denv<:>r-Salt Lake is a member of the '
Continental Trailways Bns System and therefore its i
buses and methods of operation are similar to those of
Continental. It transports passengers, baggage and express from Salt Lake City c>ast via U.S. High\Vi(\' 40
through Heber City, Dnclwsne, Roosevelt, and Vernal to
the Utah-Colorado state line (Ex. S7) and it has a rninimum of two sch<~dnles per day in each direction. In the
event that the bus dc>signatt)d for a particular schcdnle
becomes filled to capacity either by 1vay of passengers

!

or express, a second bns is dispatched for the same schrdnlc> as a "second section."
Bus Expre:·~s Picknp and Drlivery Sefficc Company
is an inclependrnt carrier which performs a pickup and
d<>livcr.\- st•rvice of (·~~pres~; pad::agPs in Salt Lake City
moviHg hct\\-ecn t1ie lim; frrrni1inls and local bnsinesses
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to supplement the express service rendered by the bus
lin0s (Ex. 130-140).
Milne is an established truck line which operates in
Utah from Salt Lake City south via U.S. Highway 91
through Fillmore, Cedar City, and St. George, to the
Utah-Arizona line. It also has some authority and operates on U.S. Highway 89 and it is authorized to serve all
points in Beaver County and from Cedar City and St.
George to the Utah-Nevada and Utah-Arizona lines. In
addit'.on, it operates from Salt Lake City through Ogden
over U.S. Highway 30S to the Utah-Wyoming state line
with some alternate routes in the area (Ex. 177).
Milne has terminals at Salt Lake City, Fillmore,
Beaver, Cedar City and St. George and northeastern
Utah is serviced from its terminal located at Evanston,
'Wyoming (Ex. 179).
l\f ilne's schedules depart Salt Lake City in the early

ewning about 8 :00 p.m. for southern Utah points. Double
bottom traikrs are used and on one schedule a section
is dropped at Beaver with the other moving on to Cedar
City and another schedule moves straight south to St.
Ueorge. These schedules operate fiYe days a week, serve
int<'rmediate service points and deliveries are made on
six days a \\'eek. In addition, there is another local intrastate schedule ·which l\Iilne operates from Salt Lake City
(kparting Sunday evening, specifically established for
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movement of perishables but which carries all types of
freight.
The Milne trailers arrive in southern Utah destinations in the early morning and the freight handling
commences about 5 :00 .m. Local delivery trucks are on
the streets by 8 :00 a.m. and special attention is given
to businesses which desire an early morning delivery.
Service to such points as Enterprise in western vVashington County is provided by local trucks from the St.
George or Cedar City terminals, and the same is tn.e
of the Hurricane area. Service to Hurricane is provided
five days a week or more if requir<>d. Milford is served
with trucks stationed at the Beaver terminal and generally the service to poinh; other than those on thr
principal highways is handled by trncks stationed at the
various terminals. In some instances, snch as l\fradow
and Kanosh, S and 14 milf's sonth of Fillmore, Jim• hanl
points are served through the terminals, except in case
of emergency. In addition to intrastate sc1u•dnlt•s, l\Iilne
has extensive intc>rstat<°' ant]iority into sonthern California and it operatPs numerous interstate schedules departing 8alt LakP City at yarions times throughout the
day and snch sclwdnles can and arP 1:sed to transport
intrastate exprf'ss type traffic.
Palmf'l' 01wratPS via lT.8. Hig1nrny sa and 91 lwtween
f~alt Lake City, ProYo and Nepl1i and thenct> to Fillmore
and Delta, Utah, sPrving interrn0diate points. It also
operatPS dO\\'ll r.~. J-fi,~>,'h\rn,y 89 through JlielifiC'lCT and
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Kanab to the Arizona border (Ex. 35). Rio Grande
duplicates its authority and service from Salt Lake City
south to Payson and Milne duplicates the service between Levan and Fillmore.
Palmer maintains terminals at Salt Lake City, Provo,
Nephi, Ephraim, Manti, Richfield, Panguitch, Salinas,
Kanab, Fillmore and Delta (Ex. 38). Service to the
Delta-Fillmore area is provided six days a week departing Salt Lake City about 8 :00 p.m. dropping one double
trailer at Delta and carrying the other to Fillmore which
it reaches at about 1 :00 a.m. In the Manti-Nephi area
th<>re is also a schedule providing service five days a week
with an operational method using one double trailer at
Manti and a movement on to Nephi with the other. Richfield and intermediate points have delivery service six
days a week but schedules operate five days a week
dc'1mrting in the evening and arriving at Richfield in
the early morning. Another schedule provides service
from Salt Lake City to points south of Richfield at least
thn'e days a week with needed shipments handled on
other days by local trucks stationed at Richfield as reqnired. Other points in ·wayne County such as Loa are
also serviced out of Richfield (Ex. 39). In addition, there
an' two schedules operating between Salt Lake City and
Provo daily, one departing Salt Lake City at 12 :30 noon
and the otht>r at 8 :00 p.m. and shipments arc dropped
<'n route at key intermediate points.
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Rio Grande operates between Salt Lake City via
U.S. Highway 91 through Provo to Payson and from
Spanish Fork easterly via U.S. Highway 50-6 through
Price and Green River to the Colorado line. From Price
it also operates south on U.S. Highway 10 to the EmerySevier County line through such points as Hiawatha,
Castledale and Emery. It is also authorized to serve
various off-highway points and areas (Ex. 205).
Rio Grande maintains terminals at Salt Lake City,
Provo, Price and Green River, Utah (Ex. 209). It has
a schedule which departs daily from Salt Lake City at
about 12 :00 noon for service to Provo and the area served
by the Provo terminal which goes as far south as Payson
and north to Lehi. The transit time to Provo is about
one hour. It also maintains evening schednles departing Salt Lake City at ahont 10 :00 p.m. which move south
to Provo and thence easterly through Helper and Green
River to the Colorado line (Ex. 210). 'l1 l1e tn:.cks arrive
at Provo normally 1wfore midnight and at Price dnring
the early morning honrs and at Green River prior to
the opening of b1rniness(~S. Cornparal1le northbound schednles are also maintained.
As the noon sch(•drilC's arnn at Provo the freight
is shifted to local trncks except as to larger shipments
where direct deliveries ,,-j][ he effected by tLe smnC' trnrk
One local truck moves south and tltP other rnJrtll and
deliveries an~ ~11ade tl:at sai:H~ aft<'l'linon. E'reiL;·ltt rno\·jncr
,.., to Provo on the ('Y<'nin.~i; se]H d:ll(~ is unloaded and
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prevarcd for distrilmtion the following morning. The
fn~ight is available at the Provo docks throughout the
night or it is ddivered beginning at 8 :00 a.m. or as soon
as business houses are open. Special attention is given
to shipments marked "same day" or "rush" (Ex. 213).
At Price the freight from Salt Lake City arrives
on the evening schedule at about 4 :30 or 5 :00 a.m. and
a rrew is on dnty at that time to reload delivery trucks
for local distribution commencing at 8 :00 a.m. Emergency
traffic is available at the dock earlier if desired.
As to the truck lines, the practice has been established to request shippers in Salt Lake City to order the
pickup of their freight for movement on evening schedules prior to 3 :00 p.m. so that local pickup trucks can
be properly dispatched, but in the case of rush shipments,
local pickup service is provided after 3 :00 p.m. or the
freight may be delivered to the dock any time prior to
tlw departure of the evening schedules. Likewise, special
early morning deliveries are provided at destination
points upon request or packages may be picked up at
the dei3tination terminals as soon as the line haul trucks
an-' unloaded.
ARGUMENT
POINT I. THE EVIDENCE DOES NOT ESTABISH A
NI;ED FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE PAST TERRITORIAL
AND WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS ON THE WYCOFF AUTHORITY.
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The express authority under which \~Tycoff has operated since 1959 pursuant to its certificate No. 1162, Snb
2, was never supported by showing of public convenience
and necessity. This court so fonnd in the case of Lake
Shore JJlotor Coach Lines, Inc. v. Bennett, supra. The
express authority whfoh -Wycoff did receive ·was only
based upon a stipulation entered into between --Wycoff
and certain protestants relative to the 100 pound per
shipment and 500 pound per schedule limitations and this
court did not reverse the grant of authority to \Vycoff
covering areas in the state ser-ved by those protestants
who did not participate in tlie appeal.
The application under consideration in this case lS
nothing more than an attempt by -Wycoff to remove the
weight restrictions to which it stipulated and to eliminate
the area restrictions resulting from this court's decision
in the Lake Shore v. Benuctt case.
At the hearings on \Vycoff's original application
for express authority it was repn'st>nted that \Vycoff
proposed to haul only small packages ·which constituted
rush shipments, and not the general traffic handled by
established carriers. Th1:s, certain protestants ·were willing to enter into the stipulation of 1n~ight rPstrictions
thinking that such restrictions would }ffohibit undue
encroachment by \\Tycoff npon their mn1 traffic. 011ce
the application was granted, hmn\·er, the r0prcs0ntations
and argnnwnts of tl11' IH'OCP',•cliuc>; di:~app('an•c1. \Yycoff
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immediately solicited any and all traffic within the limits
of their authority and promptly emharked upon a program of knowing violations ·which resulted in complaint
proceedings before the Commission and the imposition of
a fine. (See Wycoff Company v. Public Service Commission, 13 Ut. 2d 123, 3G9 P. 2d 283). Due to the fact that
\Vycoff established rates which were lower than the
rates of other carriers, it was successful in diverting
substantial quantities of traffic witrun the 100 pound
weight limitations from other carriers. Obviously, shippen; will use the cheaper method of transportation when
faced with a choice between carriers offering substantially the same result ·with respect to speed of transportation.
The issue relative to a showing of public conveniPnce and necessity in this case is substantially the same
as that considered by this court in the case of Lake Shore
Motor Lines, l11c. v. Bennett, supra, and it is the position
of these plaintiffs that the evidence considered by the
court in that cast> is not significantly different than that
iin~sented to the Commission in this case. In that case,
this court stated:
" ... Proving that public convenience and necessity
'Nonld be served bv granting additional carrier
anthoritv m0ans s~rneth;ng more than showing
the me1:e ho-enerality
that some members of the
.
imhlic wonld like and on occasion use such type
of transportation service. In any populous area
it is eas.\' enough to procure witnesses who will
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say that they would like to see more frequent
and cheaper service. That alone does not prove
that public convenience and necessity so require.
Our understanding of the statute is that there
should be a showing that existing services are in
some measure inadequate, or that public need as
to the potential of business is such that there is
some reasonable basis in the evidence to believe
that public convenience and necessity justify the
additional proposed service. For the rule to be
otherwise would ignore the provisions of the
statute; and also would make meaningless the
holding of formal hearings to make such determinations and render fntile efforts of existing
carriers to defend their operating rights."
... "The import of applicant's ~witnesses \Vas that
it would be convenient and desirable to them to
have another carrier available for quick transportation service, including pickup and deliven'. It
is obvious, as they without exception admitted,
that their self-infrrest would he served by having
more carriers \\Tith more frequent schedules. In
short, the speedi0st and cheapest transportation
possible, which purpos<' an additional carrier
would tend to sc>1Te. In other words, from their
point of view, the more carrit>rs the better. This
is quite understandable because they were in no
wav concerned with the long-range planning here1na:hove referred to, nor \vith keeping t>xisting
carriers solvc>nt and in operation."
These plaintiffs submit that the <>vidence prt>sented

by \V ~-coff at thP hearing of this cnse fits precisely into
the above qnoiwl langrng<' of this court in that thPir
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expressed desires were for an additional carrier and
cheaper service and there was no evidence of any conseqnnce to show that the service of existing carriers was
inadequate to meet the reasonable transportation needs
of the public.
These plaintiffs deny the accuracy and completeness of the statement of facts contained in Wycoff's
Memorandum and its Summary of Testimony of
Shippers contained in the record certified to the court
in this case (R-282) and they also deny the accuracy of
the facts set ont in the Report and Order of the Commission and of the hearing examiner. Wycoff's statement of facts is tained with ·wycoff's self-interest in this
case and the facts contained in the Commission's Report
and Order are those now under review. Neither can be
considered as an accurate representation of facts which
this court can adopt in its review of the Commission
Orcl<'r. These plaintiffs submit that since this court has
ordered this case to be heard upon re--v-iew without the
benefit of a transcript of the oral evidence and since
the ahsc'nce of such a transcript is due to an omission on
the part of the Commission as a defendant in this case,
the plaintiffs in this action are entitled to have its representation as to facts adopted by the court where a conflict exists.
The hearing examiner and the Commission were unclonhtedlv
. overwhehned bv. the over 200 shipper witnesses
who appeared at hearings in support of the application.
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Such a support is not unexpected, however, since solicitation of vvitnesses was made in mass by means of a printed
request for support prepared and distributed by "Wycoff
to its customers (Exhs. 8, 9, 10 and 11). In addition, all
of the witnesses were present customers of Wycoff 1\'110
had been receiving sPrvice from "Wycoff at rates lower
than those charged by competing carriers. As the hearing
proceeded, it became evident that many of the witnesses
did not understand the true pnrpose of the application.
ThPy were under the mistaken imprf•ssion that the then
existing sPrvice of \Vyeoff was in jeopardy and their
testimony was to the effect that they were interested in
maintaining the then presently established services of
both "Wycoff and the other carri(•rs. r:l'heir testimony was
that tlwy WPre compkte]y satisfied with the sen'iCe as
it was.
Many of the witn<'sses who appeared in behalf of
particular companies were minor employees of the company and in some instances their testimony as to the company's support of the flJ)IJlication was contradicted by
superior <~mployees of tlie company who testified an
beha1:L of the protestants later on in the ht>arings. Also,
larg·e number of the shipp<>r witn<'SS<'S, especially those
rPprPsenting supply houses in Salt Lake City, were unable
to stah• nnder what circmnstm1ces they wonld ship via

\Yy:'off ratlwr than anothc'r carriPr since tlwy did not
control the rontin~~· or

p:i,Y

the co'5t of the shipnwnt.

'l'he only competent ('\·icl<'rn'e from sneh :o:hippers was to
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the effect that many of their customers had designated
use of the -Wycoff express service in the past.
In his Report and Recommended Order, the hearing
examiner concedes that upon cross-examination, the witnesses admitted that their support for the application was
based upon philosophy of "the more transportation service the better" (R-107). As noted above, this court has
ruled that such testimony does not constitute the type
of evidence necessary to prove public convenience and
necessity. It is an elementary rule of evidence and this
court has often held that testimony of witnesses cannot
be deemed to be any stronger than it is left after being
subject to cross-examination and these plaintiffs submit
that the testimony of those witnesses who admitted upon
cross-examination that their support of the application
was based upon "the more transportation service the
b~tter" without other specific evidence to show a need,
cannot be used as evidence to support the granting of the
application.
Since by the terms of the "'Wycoff application its
proposed service 1vas to be offered at "premium rates"
an exposure of what rates Wycoff intended to charge
became fundamental to the proceeding and was a necessary element to be established in order to make the testimony of shippers meaningful. However, -Wycoff refused

to place into evidence what rates it intended to charge
under its proposed service and Mr. l\Iax Young, who
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testified in behalf of ·wycoff, made it clear at the outset
of the hearing that -Wycoff did not intend to charge a
rate which was premium to those charged by other general carriers. As a consequence, ·when counsel for these
plaintiffs attempted npon cross-examination to tie a
witness down to the specific instances when he would nse
the vVycoff express service in preference to the service
of other carriers if \Vycoff were to charge a "premium
rate" the witness ·would admit that his use of ·Wycoff
·would depend upon tlw level of the rate to he charged and
therefore the testimony as to need for the 'Nycoff seryfre
by the witness became pnrely s1wcnlatiYe and meaningless.
The2e plaintiffs take pm·ticular exception to tltr
finding of the Hearing E:xamin<'r containPd in his Report
and Recommended Order that "nnmcrons shippers expressed a desire for the• vroposed express se1Tice, regardless of prc::rniurn rat0s" (ll--114). On the contrary, with
rare exception, the w;tnesses achidtcd and it is furthc:r
self-evident that tli('n' is some rate~ lenl at >d1ich the
cost of an;- shipment 1Ycorne>s proliihitiye d(,fJC'.nding upon
the relative d0gn~e of 11rge11cy i1woln•d and there were
only ~solatccl instances \':here ·w;tnC's~;(•s testifiPd that
ratl~s wc>re

not a consid(•ration.

The prote'..Jt of th·'.'~'.(' r:bint;Cf's nnd IH'l'~·WilWhly of
all protrstants w~1:; i::n.: :1'w'11 ·c1 in an attempt to lJrofrd
1

their opnatimu fro:'.1 f,_n-t1wr di\'<·i·~:;on of tro.!Tie by
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·wycoff and the protests would undoubtedly not have
been maintained if ·wycoff had been willing to specify
a true premium rate. Palmer offered to withdraw its
proh'st if a true premium rate ·were established, but
·wycoff refused to do so (R-85).
At the hearing, the Examiner made statements to
the effect that whereas he wonld not require ·wycoff to
establish its rates prior to the taking of further testimony
at the hearing, he did deem a "premium rate"' to be
an essential part of the proposed service. However, after
the Commission had filed its Report and Order herein and
'Wycoff filed tariff rates ·which ·were considerably lower
than those of the protestants, petitions were filed by
C(:•rtain proh'stants to suspend the ·wycoff rates as published until the matter of premium rates could be established. The Comrnission denied the petitions stating that
the matter should be deferred for later hearing but it
his still taken no action thereon.
The largest number of the witnesses who testified
in support of the application were automobile repair
dl'alers locatE'd in communities where large inventories
of automotive repairs parts are not maintained. Their
all('ged iw0d for a fast service arose most often when
a r<'pa;r i1art bas to he ordered by telephone from a parts
uisfribntor in Salt Lake City and transported to the re1mir site ·where the repair is made as quickly as possible.
In such cases, almost without except:on the witness was
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satisfied with receiving the repair part by the following
morning at the beginning of business hours and it was
established that he could receive the shipment by that
time whether he shipped it by . Wycoff or by one of the
other established carriers. Although -Wycoff does operate seven days a week, so do the bus lines and the five
or six day per week service rendered by the truck lines
appeared to meet most of the shipper's needs since the
shipper's businesses were rarely open on Sunday and
more than half a day on 8aturday.
There is an abundance of evidence m the record
certified to the court for review ·which shows that next
morning and even same day service is available to the
public between every point within the State of Utah.
Exhibits No. 40 and 41 show the transit time of shiprnentR
transported by Palmer. Likl'-.,,,-ise Exhibits 212 through
227 show that Rio Grande provides same day and nextmorning dPlivery on shipments transported hy various
of the supporting shippers an<l Exhibit No. 222 shows
the same day service I'l'ndered by Hio Grande on shipnwnts marked "rush"'. The witnPSS<'S for each of these
plaintiffs testified that tlwy were willing and in fact did
give special attention to shipments wh!ch w<'re designated
to 1w of an emergPncy natnr<'. It is fnrther evident from
a review of the bns sc}!Pd11h's that the transportation time
for ex:H'ess sent by hns is on])- a matter of a few hours
both day and night and const!tuks a fast('r exprC'ss se1Tice fr.an that 1ir0Yi(kd h>- Vof )·eoff (I~x. 89 and 246.) As
to the relativ('1y f(·w ~'~1:imw11ts wh;ch witnessPs frstified
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were required to be interlined at Salt Lake City by existing carriers, it is evident from the -Wycoff schedules
(Ex. 5) that such shipments which it handles must be
transferred from one trnck to another at Salt Lake City
and that such an operation is no more efficient than that
proyjded by the bus lines which likewise simply transfer
the lading from one bus schedule to another. Thus, the
evidence shows that insofar as time in transit is concerned, the existing carriers and specifcally these plaintiffs can generally provide a seryjce which is equally
efficient and often more efficient than can -Wycoff. Thus,
tlH•re is no need for an additional express carrier.
As to the weight of shipments, these plaintiffs submit that the evidence was that, with rare exception, all of
the express traffic being moved by the supporting shippers was that of small lightweight packages and that
there is no need for removal of the 100-lb. weight restriction presently imposed for -Wycoff. Throughout the entire proceeding before the Commission there were only
isolated examples referred to by shipper witnesses where
their express shipments exceeded 100 ponnds and in those
instances it was nsnally established upon cross-examination that the existing truck lines or in some cases bus
lines ·were capable of getting the shipment to the consignee within the required time period. For example,
some witnesses testified that on occasion the part needed
to repair an automobile or piece of machinery was in
t11<'. nature of an engine block or large transmission which
might ·weigh owr 100 pounds, but they also admitted
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upon cross-examination that such a repair usually involved more than one and sometimes several days to
complete and that delivery by a truck line on the day
following the ordering of the part was adequate service.
Plaintiffs further submit that to eliminate the 100
pound per shipment restriction from the -Wycoff authority would undoubtedly result in a deterioration of tbe
service now rendered by -Wycoff on smaller shipments.
Since the \Vycoff service involves the use of smaller van
type trucks operated by only one driver ·who often must
load and unload shipments ·without assistance in the
middle of the night, the -Wycoff sn'vice ·will undoubtedly
become bogged down. One man is simply not capable of
loading or unloading items or packages ·weighing 250
pounds, and if, for example, 'Vycoff sl10nld attempt to
expand its service to the rC'gular handling of such larger
items, as it can be expectt>d to do, a truck leaving Salt
Lake City and desb1ed to points in southern Utah, for
example, could not be expcctc'd to maintain the integrity
of its published schech 1 les jf tlte driver is required to
make deliveries of lar{J,'(' and hl:lk~- items at each of the
smaller communities along that ronte. rrlw obvions consequences is that tlw dficiency of the present Wycoff
operation \vhich the witnesses cl('sire will undoubtedly
deteriorate.
The Hearing Ex1rn:;1wr made rderence to vuticular sh1ppcrs ::.rnJ n'c<'iv rs "-hich lw maintains 1'<'(t:1in~ a
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nec·d for express sc~rvice on shi11ments weighing over 100
pounds. (R. 108)) These plaintiffs deny that the said
mnmerated shippers require such a service. Review of
tlw notes of counsel for these plaintiffs indicates that
most of the enumerated shi11pers were completely satisfo•d with service by -Wycoff and the other existing carriers as it existed at the time of their testimony. It is
submitted that most of them did not even request the
\Vyeoff service for shipment over 100 ponnds and none
of them presented an>- boni fide need for service relatin' to such shipments. Even the review of testimony
contained in the ariplicant's memorandum to the Commission does not indicate that there was an expression of
significant need for the transportation of snch shipments.
'rJw notes of counsel for these plaintiffs show that Motor
l\f<'l'C was chiefly concerned with rates, that Brunswick
Drug Company wanted to combine his small emergency
shipments with larger stock orders, that the testimony of
witnPss from Sweet Candy Company related only to the
GOO pound per schedule limitations, and the witness from
Evco House of Hose stated on cross examination that
l'llwrge>ncy shipments are "rare." The witness from W.
H. Bintz specifically testified that he never had express
shipments weighing over 100 pounds. In addition, it is
<·vidc'nt from Exhibit No. 22 that Yan \VatPrs and Rogers
is provided with same day service by Rio Grande, and
tlw witness for that shipper testified that most emergenei<'s aru lt>ss than 100 pounds. It is also notable that each
of tlw shipvers refonecl to hy the Examiner as those requ i r·ing serviee over 100 ponnds are among that class of
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witnesees which testified that tht>y neither controlled the
routing nor paid the rates on the express shipments and
therefore their testimony as to an actual need for the
Wycoff service is of little value.
The Hearing Examiner admits that the grant of
authority which he recommended for ·wycoff 'Nould result
in a duplication of authority and service over particular
routes within the State and he attempts to justify a
grant of state wide authority to vYycoff on the grounds
that it is "not in the public interest to perpetuate fragmentation of authority and service in order to prevent
such minor duplications." (R-116-117) Such a philosophy
is contrary to both the theory and the practice of the
Commission with respect to motor transportation in this
state since the inception of its regulatory powers over
motor carriers. The entire system of motor transportation within the State of Utah consists of fragments of authority possessed by the various existing carriers. Each
carrier operatrs over its particular designated routes and,
in the public interest, has been traditionally protected
against duplication of its sc>rvices. 'Vhereas it might he
argned that a state wide senice to be performed b~T one
carrier might result in cc>rtain c•fficiencies not available
under the present s~rstrm, such is no justification for tl1<>
o-rantincr
t., of a state wide anthoritv
., ·where it is shown that

b

existing carriers are opPrating efficic>ntly and effectively
within the arPa thny arc' anthorized to s<>rve. 'l'his Court
has rnlt><l ag:::.inst tlw

~rbitran,

granting of such state-
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id<' anthority in thP case of Milne Truck Lines, Inc. v.
Pu/Jlic Scn:ia Commission, 11 Utah 2d 365, 359 Pac. 2d
90!) ( 1961)'

1\

Not only did the evidence show that express service
is available over particnlar routes \vithin the State of
Utah, hut there was no evidence to support a need for
c'xprcss sc·rvice within certain other areas. In addition,
th(~ eYidence was clear that 'Wycoff does not serve all communities ·within the State of Utah on a direct line basis
lmt rather operates only over the main highways within
the state, sometimes interlining shipments to off route
points with carriers authorized to serve such points and
often transferring such shipments to unauthorized indiYidnals snch as mailmen for ultimate delivery to such
points.
POINT II
THE COMMJSSION DID NOT PROPERLY CONSIDER
THE EVIDENCE RELATIVE TO THE ADVERSE EFFECT
OF THE GRANT OF AUTHORITY TO WYCOFF UPON THE
EXISTING OPERATIONS OF THE PLAINTIFFS.

l'erhaps the most significant error in the Commisii ion's gcport and Order is its conclusion that "the grant
of this express service limited to not oYer 250 pounds
]H'l' ::-;hivment will not resnlt in an unreasonable diversion
of traffic from the bns or trnck lines." (R. 153) The evi-
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dence, even as just contained in the exhibits which are a
part of the record certified to the Court in this case
obviously compels a contrary finding and indicates the
Commission's total disregard for the evidence.
Milne presented a series of financial exhibits to show
in final result the effect of traffic diversion which will
occur. Exhibit 194 provides an allocation table with
which expenses are apportioned between inter and intra
state traffic, and it also shows how dependent Milne is
upon less-than-truck load traffic. rrhe income statement
contained in the exhibit shows that in 1965 Milne had an
operating ratio of 98.87. In other words, Milne is practically operating at a break-even point relative to intrastate traffic, and any diversion of its business \vill likely
resnlt in a loss ratio.
Exhibits 195 and 19() show the percentage of shipments in various wt-ight categories: 32 :12 per cent of
total shipments are less than 100 pounds; 55.45 per cent
are less than 200 pounds; G6.GG per cent are less than
300 pounds. Thus approximately 60 per cent of all traffic
handk,d bv MilnP is subject to diversion by "Wycoff if the
Commission's order is allow0d to stand.
Exhibit 199 shows thr effect of an estimated 25 per
cent loss in intrastate frc,ight in the' 0 to 100 pound bracket
alorn~. Tltt' first two pages set forth the allocations fac-

tors, \Yhirh are tlwu applied to the express. The result
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wonld be a net profit in intra-state operations for the
Pntire year of 1965 of $437. In practical reality, if the
Commission's order is not reversed, the diversion of
traffic would undoubtedly be far greater. There is a
particular significance here, since the removal of the Wycoff 500 pound per schedule restriction could well divert
more than 25 per cent of these 100 pounds or less shipnwnts.
·where there are two carriers serving the same point,
the effect of traffic diversion can be seen. This is true
at Fillmore, served by Palmer and Milne. The average
per day MilnP revenue at Fillmore based on 260 billing
days is $41.72 (Exhibit 201). Mr. Hap Morris testified
that the actual out-of-pocket expenses approximate this
amount. These include local pickup and delivery trucks
and drivers, the terminal cost, and such items as telephone>. This makes no allowance for the cost of handling
this traffic at other points, primarily Salt Lake City,
U tab, or of the line haul from Salt Lake City to Fillmore.
l~\'en more serious consequences are in store for the Milne
01l0ration should ·wycoff be allowed to operate in the
11ilne area without present restrictions since Wycoff's
rnt('S beinrr lower than Milne's, will result in a much
'

b

gn·ater diversion of traffic.
Rio Grande faces the same dangers relative to diversion and its effect upon the Rio Grande operation. Exltihit No. 211 shmYs that 27 per cent of its intra-state
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shipments are under 100 pounds, 50 per cent are under
200 pounds and 62 per cent are under 300 pounds. Thus,
something between 50 and 62 per cent of all the intra-state
traffic presently handled by Rio Grande is subject to
diversion to Wycoff unless the 100 pound per shipment
and 500 pound per schedule V\Tvcoff limitations are reinstated.
Palmer is ljkey,7 ise subject to the same diversion.
Exhibit No. ~12 repr0s<mts a s~'stematic sampling of shipments throughout 19G5 showing that about 30 per cent
of its intra-state traffic is less than 250 pounds and subject to diversion. Exhih'ts 4± and 45 show the substantial
wage and cost increases 1Yl1ich hm-e occurred since 1959
1-vhen Palmer rates were incrrased. It is axiomatic that
if the duplicating -Wycoff anthorit~' is allo'.vrd to n mai11
in force, Palmer as well as tlw other competing carriers
will be required to incn ase their rates which, because of
the lower rah's of \Vycoff, will increast' the danger of
even further diversion of traffic from the regular earners. The result is obvicrnsly adn rsc, to tLe irnbl:c
interest.
1

1

1

r:l'he practically nnrc~;h'ictcd state wide grant of anthority which the Cornmim;ion lws granted to -Wycoff

will probably han' its mor't rwr:(ws d'frct

1111011

bus lines.

As a resnlt o[ tlw clPcis!on of foz Sitpn-'nw Court in Lake
1

Be1mett, supra. YVycoff hold.c; no <·Xi ff<·;-'.~; ~l.r,t1:ori ty lwhn•<'n Salt Lnke City
Shore JJI utor Coarh T>11c.c:, I 1,r.

'L'.
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and Ogdl'n where Lake Shore operates. This means the
extent of diversion from Lake Shore will be substantial.
rnw results of such diversion are detailed in a series of
Lake Shore financial exhibits. 11.Jxhibit 248 shows the
trenu of revenues. In 19G4 passenger revenues were
$1S8,38G and declined to $143,011 in 1965. This decline
·was attributed in the main to the increasing use of private
1lassenger automobiles fostered in part by completion of
tlH' inter-state highwa:' on much of the Ogden to Salt
JJab~ ronte. The Lake Shore witness anticipated that
this decline in passenger revenue would undoubtedly
C'onlinue. At the same time, however, the express revemws increased from $35,837 in 1964 to $36,067 in 1965.
Tlrns, Lake Shore has come more and more to depend
n1wn its ex1iress traffice to support its over all operations.
Lake Shore cannot afford to lose any of its €1xpress
traffic. Exhibit 249 is a profit and loss comparison for
19G't-19G5. Before payment of taxes Lake Shore's net inconw in 1964 ·was $35,076. In 1965 it decreased to $8,143
on total revenu0s of $331,358. The cause is obviously the
d('CH'ase in passenger revenues even in the face of inC'l"aS<'d lms and charter revenues and higher operating
(·o~;ts in many phases of the operation, particularly wages.
i'l1,, problem of increasing costs -..vas discussed by the
01wrating "-itnesses from all carriers. It permeates the
industry.
1

Exhibit 250 brings the profit and loss figures of Lake
~~lt01·,· to J\ngnst, 19GG, and coyers the most favorable
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portion of the year from an orierating stand point. It
shows a continual decline in net income and passenger
revenue and a small decline in express revenue. If it were
not for the action of the Supreme Court in the former
Wycoff express case, there is no question but that Lakr
Shore service as it exists today would not be available.
Should this grant of authority to ·wycoff be allmved to
stand, Lake Shore 'Nill either have to cnrtail its services
npon which many passengers rely to commute daily to
Ogden and Salt Lake or it \Yill he required to turn to
government snbsidy in order to exist.
The same facts are indicated in the financial exhibits
presented by Continental and Denver-Salt Lake (Ex. 97112). A summary of the exhibits showing income and
expenses for the State of Utah alone indicates an increase
in express revenue between 19G1 and 1965 of SO per cent.
Yet, by 19G5 the Continental operating ratio has declined
to 95.8 per cent, a most dangerous ratio for such a vital
public service oriented company.
Exhibit 111 is proforma inconw and expense statement for Utah preparc>d to slmw that the elimination of
the express revenue \Yonld resnlt in a loss of $22,029 for
a ten month pNiod of HH!J and an 01wrating ratio of
102.2.

The iss1w of this hearing Pxknds far beyond that of
the transportation of exiiress. It relates to the total transportation available· to the Utah pPhlic-. F:xpr<"SS n·nn'Jf'S
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IPnd vital snriport

to the total bus operations and hence

dirPct1y affects the onl.v available passenger transportation sPrvice in most of the state. Likewise any curtailment
of trnckline schedules which are likely to result due to diwrsion of traffic by a duplicating carrier is a far greater
detrinwnt to the general 1mhlic than the occasional convenience to a small shipper which may result from granting this application.
The plaintiffs submit that the Commission has ignored its duty as stated by this court in the case of Lake

Shorr J!otor Lines, Inc. v. Bennett, supra.
"The Public Service Commission is charged
with the duty of seeing that the public receives
the most efficient and economical service possible.
'l'his reqnires consideration of all aspects of the
pnhlic interest. ~When a carrier applies to institnte a new carrying service, the Commission must
take into account, not only the immediate advantage to somP members of the public in increased service, and to the applying carrier in
JWrmitting him to enlarge the scope of his busness, but mnst p1an long-range for the protection
and conservation of carrier service so that there
will b0 economic stability and continuity of servicP. rl'his obviously cannot be done unless existing
carrier::; have a reasonable degree of protection in
the orwrations they are maintaining."
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POINT III.
THE ABSENCE OF A TRANSCRIPT OF THE ORAL
EVIDENCE FOR REVIEW BY THE COMMISSION AND BY
THIS

COURT

DENIES

THE

PLAINTIFFS

OF THEIR

LAWFUL RIGHTS TO A DECISION BY THE COMMISSION
AND TO A REVIEW BY THIS COURT OF THE COM1\1ISSION'S ORDER.

vVith respect to the granting of certificates of
public convenience and necessity to motor carriers, the
functions of the Commission are set ont at Section 54-G5, Utah Code Annotated 1953 as follo-\YS:

"It shall he nnlawfnl for any common carrier
to operate as a carrier in intrastate commercr
within this state without first having obtained
from the Commission a certificate of convenience
and necessity. The Commission, upon the filing
of an application for sneh certificate, shall fix a
time and plaee for hearing thereon . . . . If the
Commission finds .from the evidence that the public convenience and m'c(•ssity require the proposed
sr:rvice or any part then'of, it may issue the eertificate as prayed for or issne it for the partial exereis0 onl.v of the priv:l(•ge sought, and may attaclt
to tlw ('XCTcisP of the 1·ip;ht grantPd hy snch certifientP snch terms and conditions as in its jndg·rnfmt
t}w 1mhlic eml\'C'nipnr•(• and 1weps:~it.v may reqtiirc,
oil1enri.'·", sJlf-71 c1Tt.:firnte ,,}wl! lie de11icd.'' (Emphasis acl<l<'d. \
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'l'l111s, a certificate of public convenience and necessity
is to be granted only pursuant to a hearing and must be
hasf'd ll1)0n evid<,nce of rmhlic conveni<'nce and necessity.

Since none of the Commissioners did in fact conduct
th(' lwarings in this case, and since they did not have
available to them a transcript of the oral evidence preS('nkd at the hearings, the Order of the Commsision could
not possibly have been based upon the evidence. These
rllaintiffs contend that the evidence does not support a
shm,·ing of convenience and necessity but without a transcript of the evidence the Commission had no ·way of judging the valid:t~T of such a contention. The plaintiffs' req Lwst made by motion prior to the Commission's order
that the transcript be made available so that the plaintiffs
contd Jn·ove their contention was denied by the Commission and it is obvions 1 simply by comparing the form and
\:onl!ng of the Examiner's R<•port and Recommended
OrdPr ·with the Commission's Report and Order, that
the Commission did nothing more than arbitrarily adopt
tlt<• Find;ngs, Conclusions antl Recommended Order of
th« }waring Pxaminer. Thus, the plaintiffs have been
!mhwfolly d0privcd of their rights to have the merits
ni' the \Vycoff application determined upon the evidence

hk<•n at the hearings and Section 54-6-5, Utah Code
Annotated, 1953 has lw<'n violated.
In addition, proper n~vie1v of the Commission's
On.kr by this eourt is impossible wjtl10ut the aid of a
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transcript of the oral evidence unless this court deter.
mines that evidence contained in the exhibits alone is
sufficient to show that a granting of the -Wycoff authority
is contrary to the public interest due to the adverse effect
which it is likely to have upon the existing motor carriers
and the transportation industry as a whole. Procedure
of having this case reviewed by this court without a transcript of the oral evidence is further in violation of Section 54-7-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953, which reads in
part:
"A full and complete record of all proceedings
had before the Commission or any Commissioner
on any formal hearing had and all testimony, shall
be taken down by a reporter appointed by the
Commission, and the parties shall be entitled to be
heard in person or by attorney. In case of an action to review any order or decision of the Commission, a transcript of such testimony, together
with all exhibits or copies thereof introduced, and
of the pleadings, record and proceedings in the
cause, shall constitute the record of the Commission; provided, that on review of an order or decision of the Commission, the interested parties
and the Commission may stipulate that a certain
question or questions alone and a specified portion onlv of the evidence shall be certified to the
Suprem~ Court for its judgment; ,,,_-hereupon, such
stipulation and the question or questions and the
evidence therein specified shall constitue the
record on rrview.'' (Emphasis added.)
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vlaintiffa have not stipulated \Vith any parties or
1ritlt the Commission on any questions on review in this
cas~~ and they have consistently insisted that the trans('l'ipt or oral evidence be made available for review by the
Commission and by this Court.
Th('SP

rrhis court has held on numerous occasions that its
fonction in reviewing an Order hy the Commission is to
determine whether or not the Order is supported by the
evidPnce. How this court can expect to make such a determination ·without the evidence before it is beyond the
comi)l'ehension of these plaintiffs.
CONCLUSION
The express authority which ·wycoff has had since
l 959 and \vhich is subject to certain weight and territorial
restrictions is not based upon a showing of pnblic convenience and necessity as determined by this court in the
Lokc Shore v. Bennett case. Rather, it is a result of a
'.;(;pnlation by certain cal'riers \Yhich have relied upon the
\\"(•igM restrictions to insure that ·wycoff would remain
a tnw small package express carrier used by the public
in cases of honafide emergencies. However, after ·wycoff
n·c,-iHcl its initial ('Xpress authority it immE·diately began
to transport all shipments within its weight limitations
mid '.;nceessfolly diverted suhstantial quantities of traffic(' from ('xisting caniers by charging lower rates. It
/\\'<'n <•mh:::rln•<l npon an operation of violations of the
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weight restrictions for which it has been fined by the
Commission. This application is nothing more than an
attempt to eliminate those weight and territorial restrictions so as to allow Wycoff to infringe upon the business
and territory of the plaintiffs to even a greater degree.
Although numerous witnesses appeared at hearings
in support of the application, their testimony as it stood
after cross-examination was essentially that Wycoff provided an additional schedule upon which they could rely,
or, as many of them put it, "the more service the better."
On the other hand, many of the \Vycoff witnesses merely
supported the present balance of srvice with Wycoff
transporting small emergency packages and items and
the other carriers transporting the other types of traffic.
There were only isolated instances in which a shipper
could use the vVycoff service for shipments weighing over
100 pounds and with rare exception the witnesses testified
that they had experienced no problem of dC'lay due to the
500 pound per schedule limitation. On the other hand,
the evidence is clear, even just based upon the exhibits
subject to review by this ronrt, that the combination of bns
and truck service provided by the plaintiffs is just as
fast and equally adequate as the ·wycoff service.
The

Commiss~on's

grant of the -Wycoff application

rn this case is based upon its notion that a statewide
general commodity seffice by one carrier will produce
certain efficiencies and convenit•nccs to certain members
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of the pnblic, even tl1ongh it has the effect of duplicating
th0 anthorities of ('Xisting carriers. Even though the
entire transportation industry \vithin the State of Utah
has hN'n built over the years upon a system of various
carriers serving various areas and routes, the Commission has determined that fragmentation of service is not
desiraable. Such a detemination is in utter disregard for
the rights of the existing carriers who have diligently
~;''rvt·d the public in the areas in which they operated
and who have looked to the Commission to protect the
integrity of such service and of their certificates of public
convrnience and necessity. The Commission's order is
obviously arbitrary and capricious.
The evidence contained in that portion of the record
certified to this court for this review is sufficient for this
conrt to determine that the grant of the -Wycoff application is not in the public interest since it duplicates the autlioriti,,s of existing carriers and since it will result in a
diversion of traffic from the plantiffs which will advnsel~v effect their operations and thus the public
as a whole. However, such evidence does not show a
1w0d for the \V.vcoff service and this court cannot sustain
t1w order of the Commission based upon the evidence
hdon' it. In addition, it is obvious that the Commission

was unable to support its order upon evidence of need
>;inct' it did not have a transcript of the oral evidence upon
\Yhieh to has<' its findings and conclusions. Its Order

is tlwrdor<' purdy arbitrary.
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This case is of crucial importance to the public m
well as to the plaintiffs in this action, since allowing
Wycoff to operate a statewide unrestricted general commodity service will upset the entire transportation industry in Utah which over the years has developed into
a balanced system under which the various existing carriers have been able to coordinate their operations to
provide a total service. These plaintiffs urge this court
to reverse the OrdPr of the Commission.
Respectfully submitted,
\VOOD R. \VORSLEY and
STUART L. POELMAN
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

Milne Truck Lines, Inc.,
Palmer Brothers, Inc.
Rio Grande Motorway, Inc.
Lake Shore Motor Coach Lines,
Inc.
Denver-Salt Lake-Pacific Stages,
Inc.
Continental Bus System, Inc.

